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ON-ROAD DENSITY TESTING  
This test was performed on a 2002 F-250 truck with a 7.3L Power Stroke diesel. 
Pulling 18,000 lbs. combined GVW, 6.15% grade, at wide open throttle and full 
operating temperature, it couldn’t be any more real world than this. 

What did you gain with your intake?  
It’s all about maximum airflow coupled with cold air making greater 
intake density (I.D.). For years, Banks has crushed the competition 
with our Banks Ram-Air intake systems. Now we’re taking that 
experience and applying it to the 7.3L Power Stroke. 

Fake I.D.  
Intake Density is cool high pressure air with rich oxygen content, 
and that spells power. Good flow means nothing if you’re just 
pumping your engine full of hot air. Some of our competitors’ 
intake systems result in hotter air inlet temperatures than stock!

That should go without saying, right? With 
our competitors’ intakes you can’t be so sure. 
They all look nice... but do they really deliver 
cooler air to your engine and bring the power 
and mileage gains you thought you were 
paying for? Not according to our testing.

Your engine doesn’t need decoration, it 
needs density. The ugly truth is that every 
competitive “cold air” intake system we 
tested actually delivered hotter intake 
air temps than the stock system. They all 
flowed somewhat better but without cooler 
air, all the flow in the world ends up being 
meaningless. Cool air = density. Density = 
more HP & torque, better fuel economy, and 
overall better performance.

The real deal. You’re out for maximum 
performance and so are we. The Banks Ram-
Air Intake System brings the flow as well as 
the density.

That means you’ll have the muscle to 
get the job done, whatever it may be. And, 
it bolts on in minutes. Best of all, Ram-
Air delivers what your hard-earned dollar 
deserves: true engineering, real performance, 
and actual value.

PERFORMANCE REPORT

 

BANKS +4.5% I.D.
Performance Grade =  A+
Outperforms all 
competitors in increased 
density. Maximum gains 
in power and efficiency. 
Corrosion-free battery 
tray. And it looks good too. 

AIRAID +3.4% I.D.
Performance Grade = B 

Good flow is more  
than offset  by hot air  
due to open design.

VOLANT +2.7% I.D.
Performance Grade = C 

Good temp (2nd best),  
but  down on flow  
(4th best)  makes 
improvement average.

AFE +2.4% I.D.
Performance Grade = C– 

Virtually identical to 
Airaid but lower flow and 
temperature  hotter than 
stock = below average.

S&B +0.9% I.D.
Performance Grade = D– 

Lowest flow and       
highest temperature    
(way above stock).  
Big hole in bottom  
sucks in hot air from the    
exhaust manifold area.
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Banks Ram-Air®     INTAKE SYSTEM »
Banks Ram-Air Intake for Ford 7.3L Power Strokes delivers everything you really want out of your diesel: power, 

agility, and fuel economy. It’s always been about airflow and with the Ram-Air Intake, it starts right up front. Ram-

Air bolts on in minutes and requires zero modification. It’s designed to feed your 7.3L more cool, dense air than it’s 

ever seen. Thanks to its added HP & torque, you’ll feel the difference the moment you hit the throttle. Killing the 

stock intake and crushing the competitors’, it’s the perfect upgrade for anyone looking for maximum performance. 

Whether you haul horses, a fifth wheel, or just want to haul-ass, Ram-Air is for you!

BANKS RAM-AIR  1999-03 
Flowbench developed, dyno proven. 
Improves airflow; Easy filter access 
for monitoring & cleaning. Only 
Banks uses a rugged plastic battery 
tray that won’t rust or corrode 
(unlike our competitors).

INCLUDES:

•  Designed to keep out hot, power-robbing engine air 

•  Inhales cooler outside air for more power & MPG

•  Aerodynamic filter: greater airflow with less pressure drop

•  Giant filter housing optimizes airflow 

•  Easy filter access for monitoring & cleaning 

•  Reduces exhaust gas temperatures

•  Helps engine run cooler & cleaner

•  Accommodates engine movement 

  - Prevents component damage  

  - Extends service life 

Thanks BANKS POWER for the RAM-AIR system 
I purchased for my GMC Sierra 2500 HD diesel. I 
noticed a big difference right away when I started 
my truck. No smoke and smoother/quicker 
acceleration. I had to go on a long trip the following 
day and did notice better mileage. All of BANKS 
claims were true. I am very happy and impressed. 

Alec of St. Thomas, Canada

“

”

Gain up to:

+16 hp
+32 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels
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1994-97 trucks  
ENGINE INTAKE AIR DENSITY IMPROVEMENT 
Air density is a factor of pressure and temperature. Adding 
an intercooler (’94-97 trucks) or improving on the existing 
one (’99-03 trucks) lowers intake-air temperature for a 
drastic increase in air density. The greater the air density, 
the more power the engine can produce.

Increasing a diesel engine’s fuel flow without also adding 
more air results in incomplete combustion. The black smoke is 
wasted fuel and lost horsepower. It also builds hotter exhaust gas 
temps (EGTs), which can limit the amount of useable power your 
engine produces. As a result, you’re not getting the power you 
paid for.

When diesels get enough intake air, the higher oxygen content 
allows fuel to properly combust, which increases power without 
smoke and without high EGTs. To get more oxygen to the 
engine, you need to make the air more dense. Turbochargers 
increase airflow, but pressurizing the air raises air temperatures 
substantially, killing air density. 

 To increase air density, large charge-air coolers (often referred 
to as “intercoolers”) substantially reduce the temperature 
of the pressurized air from the turbo to the intake manifold. 
By lowering boost air temperature, the denser air is more 
oxygenated and allows complete fuel combustion. An excellent 
byproduct of lower intake air temperatures is that they produce 
lower EGTs. If EGTs never build to the temperature where the 
computer tuner limits fuel delivery, all of the additional power 
is always available. Lower EGTs also help to reduce the thermal 
load on the engine and its cooling system, which keeps them 
running cooler as well.

Well-engineered intercooler cores and end tanks with greater 
airflow also reduce pressure loss, improving air density further. 
Large, low-restriction, high-flow intercoolers are one of the best 
bang-for-the-buck performance upgrades available. 

Improving airflow and air density makes a lot more power 
at any EGT than by adding a computer tuner alone. Higher 
continuous power: isn’t that what it’s all about? 

“ Banks continues to bring new and innovative products to the marketplace. This may be a good time to mention 
that many automotive products have evolved from lessons and hardware used at the racetrack. This product 
[Techni-Cooler] is no exception. Banks continues to lead the pack in product research and development.

Turbo Diesel Register Magazine ”
TECHNI-COOLER  1994-97 version 
Banks Techni-Cooler addresses a serious shortcoming of stock    
’94-97 Power Strokes: they have no intercooler. Techni-Cooler’s 

large boost tubes, end tanks, inlet, outlet, core area, and 
innovative manifold inlet increase the oxygen content and 
density of the intake air with minimal boost pressure drop 

for maximum power at any speed, with lower EGTs. 
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”

Pumping more air means 
more fuel can be delivered 
and more power can be 
made. It’s all about the flow. 
...More air, more fuel, more 
power, and much more fun.

4-Wheel & Off-Road

“

The Banks intercooler [is] a 
far more efficient unit. That’s 
because it’s much thicker, 
with more surface area for 
improved heat transfer.

Diesel Power Magazine

“

”

Techni-Cooler®     INTERCOOLER SYSTEM »
With Banks Techni-Cooler intercooler system, your engine gets cooler, denser 

air, which produces more power while keeping exhaust gas temps down. 

Techni-Cooler’s huge 3-inch boost tubes are streamlined, with no kinks 

or smashed areas; mandrel-bending keeps the air flowing through with a 

minimum of pressure loss. The system’s innovative Twin-Ram® manifold inlet 

(for ’94-early ‘99 vehicles) does a far better job than the stock piece of providing 

“global” airflow distribution for consistent, even power delivery.  

The core area of Banks Techni-Cooler is very thick. Compared to the ’99-03 

intercooler, it has an 18% increase in flow volume for tremendous cooling 

capacity. Big, high-efficiency, all-aluminum (not plastic!) end tanks optimize 

airflow and easily hold up under extreme boosting conditions. 

TECHNI-COOLER  1999-03 version 
Everything about Techni-Cooler is larger than stock: 
the boost tubes, end tanks, inlet, outlet, and core 
area. Techni-Cooler dramatically increases the cooling 
capacity by balancing the tuner’s/programmer’s richer 
fuel mixture with greater airflow and cooler, denser air. 
Result: maximum power at any speed, with lower EGTs.
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BIGHEAD® WASTEGATE ACTUATOR  
1999-03 only 
Under high-boost conditions, the stock 
actuator’s weak spring allows the 
wastegate to blow open, limiting mid-
range torque. Bleed orifices (also known 
as “boost foolers”) just make it worse. 

Only Banks solves this problem by 
replacing the boost actuator. BigHead 
holds the wastegate closed for quicker 
boost, then controls the opening to 
maintain peak boost for superior acceleration 
and mid-range pulling power.

Banks developed the Quick-Turbo turbine housing to eliminate sluggishness “out of the hole” and produce strong 

acceleration. Quick-Turbo produces massive torque right from idle, achieves a higher peak faster, maintains more 

boost through the powerband, and doesn’t over-boost. Banks’ exclusive BigHead wastegate actuator prevents 

“wastegate blow-open” by keeping the valve seated at higher pressures, increasing mid-range torque and top-end 

power. Banks corrects boost-level limits in  late 19991⁄2-2003 models with a high-boost compressor wheel, built for 

higher boost levels without compromising turbo performance.

 »Quick-Turbo®     COMPONENTS

QUICK-TURBO® TURBINE HOUSING
Once you reach a certain level of airflow, 
the Power Stroke’s stock turbine housing 
becomes a restriction.

Banks Quick-Turbo housing is designed 
to eliminate backpressure and maximize 
boost while eliminating turbo lag, giving 
you hesitation-free power—and lots of it.

HIGH-BOOST COMPRESSOR WHEEL  19991⁄2-03 only 
Midway through 1999, Ford modified the compressor wheel 
to reduce turbo whistle. At high-boost levels, the wheel goes 
into “compressor surge”—superheating the air, resulting in 
poor performance and possible turbo damage. 

Banks high-boost compressor wheel allows powerful boost 
levels to be achieved with no surge and maximum efficiency. 

Banks Stinger-Plus and turbo upgrades are 
the best out there today. Along with sound 

and performance, they have unbeatable 
response. Thanks for the great 

products!!!

Jeff Olson; Elburn, Illinois

“

“ Known as the master of turbochargers, Banks’ technology has contributed to 
the progression of power enhancement products for the past four decades.

Truckin’ Magazine ”

”
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Monster®     TURBINE OUTLET PIPE

Pushing air out of the turbocharger wastes power that should be going to the drive wheels. Monster turbine outlet 

pipe provides a restriction-free path out of the turbocharger for quicker response, higher boost and more power.

Available for all 7.3L Power Stroke trucks—separately, or also included with Monster Exhaust, power systems and 

high-performance bundles. 

 »

COMPARISON:  1994-97 trucks
Banks’ stainless constant-diameter Monster 
T.O.P. flows 728 cfm @1 psi, beating the 
factory’s turbine-outlet pipe by 26% and the 
nearest competitor by 12%. 

Banks protects diesel durability by 
maintaining the turbine-outlet EGT safely 
within the stock recommendation. 
Includes integral stainless-clad, ceramic-
matrix heat shielding (not shown) and 
pyrometer-probe fitting.

BANKS

STOCK

Stock warm-up 
valve and smaller 
outlet pipe choke 
exhaust flow as it 
exits the turbo

Power Elbow’s conical diffuser 
stabilizes exhaust stream and 
streamlines wastegate flow, slashes 
backpressure and optimizes 4” 
exhaust

A LOOK INSIDE:

Power Elbow®     TURBINE OUTLET  1999-03 only   »
Ford’s undersized turbine outlet pipe and warm-up valve choke exhaust 

flow as it exits the turbo. Banks Power Elbow replaces the warm-up valve 

with a conical diffuser that stabilizes the exhaust stream and streamlines 

wastegate flow, slashing backpressure up to 40% and getting the most from 

the 4-inch Monster® Exhaust system. Includes Monster® turbine outlet pipe 

and heat shielding. (For use in severely cold climates, Banks recommends 

the Banks Brake® (see pages 31-35) which provides the same airflow 

enhancement as the Power Elbow along with warm-up valve functionality.)

“ The Power Elbow’s unrestrictive design reduces exhaust back pressure and 
allows the turbo to spool up quickly, improving the truck’s acceleration.

Off-Road Magazine ”
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Monster® Exhaust      SINGLE OR “DIESEL DUALS™” Duals 1999-03 only »
The 4” Monster exhaust system’s streamlined pipes are formed of stainless, heavy-wall tubing with mandrel (constant-

diameter) bends to virtually eliminate backpressure. Banks’ polished-stainless steel Monster muffler 

features a straight-through 4”-diameter flow-path with an exclusive expansion chamber. Monster muffler delivers a rich, 

throaty exhaust sound and more than doubles the stock flow. Monster exhaust system flows up to 92% better than stock. 

Huge polished stainless-steel tailpipe tip(s) with rolled edge—awesome! Adjustable clamp for positioning on tailpipe 

(single system only). Note: Diesel Duals system safely accommodates spare tire, shocks and brake lines and are specifically 

designed for single-rear-wheel applications; split-dual tailpipes increase flow area 52% over a single 4” tailpipe.

I must say that the overall quality of the 
fabrication of the Banks system and direct 
fit was EXCELLENT! I was very impressed, 
it was actually more difficult to get the 
old exhaust off than it was to put this one 
on, even the emissions connections were 
exactly located and fit perfect.

Darren McDougal; Phoenix, AZ

“

”

INCLUDES:

•  4” constant-diameter 100% stainless system with streamlined 
turbine outlet pipe,  intermediate pipe(s) and tailpipe(s)

•  Attention-grabbing, mirror-finish, rolled-edge tailpipe tip(s)

•  Free-flowing, polished-stainless 4-inch straight-through 
Monster muffler with exclusive internal expansion chamber for 
an authoritative exhaust note

Looking to take your turbodiesel’s 
performance to the next level? Look no 
further than Gale Banks Engineering.     

Autoweek Magazine

“
”

New Diesel Duals exhaust comes with Banks’ 
exclusive 6 x 5” ob-round angle-cut rolled-

edge tailpipe tips (patented). Now available in 
Chrome over Stainless & High-Temp Black.
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Huge 4-inch inlet
Ceramic packing

Huge 4-inch outletExpansion chamber

Banks overcomes pumping losses on the exhaust 
side with a streamlined Monster exhaust system, 
which frees more power to get to the rear wheels.  
The constant-diameter, heavy-gauge stainless 
steel 4” pipes virtually eliminate backpressure. 
For a colossal finishing touch, check out Monster 
exhaust’s polished-stainless rolled-edge tailpipe 
tip(s).

Replacing the restrictive stock muffler with 
Banks’ free-flowing Monster muffler makes a huge 
difference in airflow, sound and performance. The 
Banks muffler has a big 4” inlet and 4” outlet. And 
in between, the exhaust flows straight through, 
instead of torturously winding its way back and 
forth inside hairpin chambers and building up 
backpressure. And only Banks Monster muffler has 
an expansion chamber to alleviate the nasty drone 
that other straight-through mufflers are known for. 
Banks utilizes durable ceramic packing with a high 
temp rating that won’t degrade like fiberglass. Add 
it all together and you get a muffler that flows up 
to 129% better than stock and delivers a pleasing, 
throaty rumble!   

Monster exhaust (single system) 
comes with Banks’ 5-inch polished-

stainless, dual-wall rolled-edge 
adjustable tailpipe tip

All systems available with 
optional Power Elbow®

 STOCK    BANKS

380
CFM

869
CFM

Exhaust Flow: 
129% improvement

(MEASURED @10”H2O)

Easy install bolts right up and 
uses all the stock hardware to 
hang it. The best thing is the 
cab is more quiet. My wife even 
made the comment that it’s not 
loud inside. The outside offers 
a deep sound of power. Now 
when I shut off my truck in the 
garage, you don’t even hear the 
exhaust come out like it used 
to. I just can’t say anything but 
great. Thank you Banks for a 

product that did what it’s 
supposed to do.  

Adam Koebel; Louisville, KY

“

”
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Big Hoss®    MODULE »
When nothing less than “more” will satisfy you, go with Banks Big Hoss Module. 

Big Hoss is a calibrate-to-order module, in up to 5 power levels, that adds up 

to +120 hp and +233 lb-ft at the rear wheels (with recommended airflow 

improvements). Levels 1-4 are emissions legal; Level 5 is for non-street, high-

performance use only. A pyrometer is recommended. 

Big Hoss module is Street Legal up to level 4.
Level 5 is intended for off-road/race only.

Banks OttoMind®     MODULE »
Banks’ electronic OttoMind engine calibration module perfects the air-fuel 

ratio, maintains exhaust gas temperatures (EGT) safely at or below the stock 

recommendation, and tunes low-end torque for strong acceleration and load-

pulling capability. Unlike “fits-all” chips that provide crude fuel increases, 

OttoMind precisely matches fuel delivery to Banks” airflow improvements, 

so your diesel engine will last its 300-400,00-mile lifetime. Each OttoMind is 

calibrated to a specific, corresponding Power Stroke engine code.

How to safely  
tune your engine...
What sets OttoMind® apart 
from other chips? Only OttoMind 
is part of a complete system, tuned 
to specific airflow upgrades.

A “chip-only” upgrade works by 
simply increasing the fuel flow. 
Dump enough fuel into the engine 
and you’ll get more power, along 
with decreased mileage, more 
smoke (there isn’t enough air 
to burn all that extra fuel) and 
increased exhaust gas temperatures 
(EGTs)—a diesel’s death sentence.

There’s only one way to safely 
increase a diesel’s power, and that 
is to increase the airflow first, then 
calibrate the fuel flow to match. 
Computer chips cannot increase 
airflow! Only Banks custom-designs 
systems that match airflow and fuel 
flow for maximum power —without 
dangerous overfueling.

Ever wonder why so many 
manufacturers recommend against 
towing a heavy load with their chips 
installed? That’s because they know 
that your engine would only last 
about half an hour. Banks power 
systems are engineered for the  
long haul.

For Towing/Work 

For Sport/Race

The flowery prose in the glossy 
marketing material seemed 
too good to be true—but after 
driving the vehicle for three 
minutes, the statement  
‘You’ll have a hard time wiping 
the smile off your face!’  
is absolutely accurate. 

This is really great stuff. My 
hat’s off to everyone at Banks!

David Grabski (via email)

“

”

•  Tunes pulse width and timing for gains up to +120 hp 
and +233 lb-ft (with recommended airflow improvements

•  Calibrate-to-order — up to 5 power levels:

  —Level 1: up to +45 hp & +79 lb-ft
  —Level 2: up to +60 hp & +111 lb-ft
  —Level 3: up to +85 hp & +151 lb-ft
  —Level 4: up to +100 hp & +215 lb-ft
  —Level 5: up to +120 hp & +233 lb-ft

Gain up to:

+120 hp
+233 lb-ft  At the Rear Wheels
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In the world-class diesel performance arena,
 it’s in a class all by itself.

For Sport/Race Banks Six-Gun®     DIESEL TUNER 1999-03 only »
Banks’ gauge-mount Six-Gun is a diesel tuner, control panel, EGT limiter and performance display, all rolled into 

one radical-looking device! It provides six levels of power, adding up to +62 hp and +163 lb-ft (rear wheel) to 

stock and is compatible with aftermarket chips and programmers, including Banks Big Hoss® and OttoMind.® 

 Revolutionary
Picture a diesel tuner that 
does more than add power—it 
combines power features with a 
flexible user interface. It mounts 
just like a gauge, shows you at a 
glance your EGT, boost, percent 
of fuel increase, or self-diagnostic 
information, and lets you choose 
what you want displayed. It lets you 
select your temperature limit (Six-
Gun model with thermocouple). 
And it gives you six levels of power, 
which you easily change by pushing 
a button as you drive.  Picture a 
tuner that does all of this, and far 
more. The engineers at Gale Banks 
Engineering did—and then they 
developed the revolutionary 2” 
diameter gauge-mount Six-Gun 
Diesel Tuner.

One Button—
Six Power Levels
Banks calls it “Six-Gun” for a good 
reason: it gives you six distinct 
levels of power, easily adjusted on-
the-fly. Choose  from stock (0%), 
20%, 40%, 60%, 80% or 100% of Six-
Gun’s power increase, by simply 
pushing a button.  

Stacks With Other Chips
Even if you already have another 
power chip or programmer 
installed on your Power Stroke—
including a Banks OttoMind® or 
Big Hoss®—you can stack Banks 
Six-Gun Diesel Tuner with it to 
add another layer of Power Stroke 
power (results vary by brand). Now 
that’s versatility!

Makes Stock Rock
Banks Six-Gun Diesel Tuner 
provides up to +62 extra 
horsepower and up to +163 extra 
lb-ft of torque to your stock Power 
Stroke. That’s a best gain of up to 
51%!

Flexible User Interface
The Six-Gun Tuner is no passive 
power device. In addition to 
allowing you to choose power 
levels, its easy-to-use menu lets 
you select the information you 
want displayed: Exhaust Gas 
Temperature, Boost, Percent of Fuel 
Delivery, or Self-Diagnostics. Banks 
Six-Gun is also compatible with 
Banks’ soon-to-be-released digital 
boost and transmission gauges, for 
even greater versatility. 

ActiveSafety® Self-Diagnostics 
It wouldn’t be a Six-Gun if it didn’t have safety built in. As 
with all Banks electronics, the Six-Gun Diesel Tuner utilizes 
a mission-critical design to prevent the module’s electronics 
from interfering with the onboard vehicle ECU. The clear 
choice is Banks.

AutoRate® Adjustable Temp Limiting (optional) 
Six-Gun is available with or without adjustable temp 
limiting. You can choose to have your EGTs measured in 
the turbine outlet pipe or the exhaust manifold. And instead 
of having a set EGT limit, you have the flexibility to select 
the limit that suits your needs. You can even bump it up for 
those times you feel like racing! 

EGT limits are adjustable from 800º-1500º F, in 50º 
increments. Six-Gun also flashes EGT warnings —whatever 
maximum EGT you select, Six-Gun will flash a warning on 
its display when that EGT limit is approaching. 

Exclusive!

Exclusive!

*Big Hoss & Six-Gun tuners are recommended for off-road/racing use only. Not legal for on-highway use in CA.

“ It seems Banks 
has always been a 
step ahead of the 
others in offering 
Ford owners new 
and innovative 
products.

Power Stroke Registry ”

Gain up to:

+62 hp
+163 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels



  
The Banks AutoMind Programmer is the latest in flash-

programming technology. Choose from Economy, 

Work/Tow, Sport or Super Sport power levels. The 

Banks AutoMind can deliver up to a 20-percent 

improvement in fuel economy for diesel pickups 

by tuning your vehicle’s fuel calibration and 

transmission shift characteristics. The Banks 

AutoMind also lets you read and clear 

trouble codes, and you can recalibrate the 

speedometer if you change tire size.

Horsepower, torque and features 
vary by application

Adjust or remove the 
engine rev limiter and/or 
top speed limiter

Speedometer calibration 
based on tire size

Includes a fuel economy 
calibration in addition to 
HP & torque tunes

Reads and clears          
trouble codes

Internet updatable
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TransCommand®     E4OD/4R100 AUTOMATICS »
The TransCommand is a fully automatic power- and load-sensing computer 

that provides the Ford E4OD/4R100 automatic transmission with shift 

characteristics more in keeping with heavy-duty use. The E4OD/4R100 has 

smooth, car-like shift characteristics. However, many truck owners would 

prefer firmer shifts — especially when hauling large loads. 

The TransCommand is the quick, efficient cure. The electronic 

module senses the load and commands the transmission to 

raise the hydraulic pressure accordingly. Light-throttle shifts 

are still smooth but firm, while full-throttle or heavy-load 

driving produces solid shifts that are right there. Excessive 

clutch slippage is eliminated, extending transmission life. 

AutoMind®    PROGRAMMER 1999-03 only »

Shifts were crisper throughout, and when punishing the trans by going up long, steep grades, the TransCommand stepped 
in and automatically adjusted for the conditions, further minimizing clutch slippage in the already hot transmission.

Four Wheeler Magazine

“ ”

Get crisp shifts and longer transmission life!
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DynaFact® Instrumentation »
Banks’ exclusive electronic gauges offer precision that can’t be matched by mechanical gauges. A quick glance at the 

needle position pinpoints the current reading, and indicates the trend in boost and exhaust gas temperature (EGT). 

Banks 0-50 psi DynaFact boost gauge monitors power and turbo performance, telling you how much turbo boost 

has improved. The pyrometer’s electronic thermocouple tracks critical exhaust gas temperature. The pyrometer is 

color-coded. DynaFact gauges can be mounted under the dash or put at eye level with an optional pillar mount.

OVERHEAD CONSOLES
•  Location and design allow for optimal 

gauge viewing
•  Unique mounting, easy installation, no 

damaging or modifying the interior
•  2- or 3-gauge configurations
•  Gauges sold separately, or included with 

some Banks power systems
•  Fits ’99-04 Ford trucks only

POD-MOUNT CONSOLES
•  Top-of-dash viewing
•  Matte black
•  Allows wires and tubes to be cleanly 

routed for finished look
•  Universal and custom adapters available 

to fit common and unique applications
•  2- or 3-gauge configurations
•  Gauges sold separately, or included with 

some Banks power systems

PILLAR-MOUNT CONSOLES
•  Mounts on A-pillar
•  Allows wires and tubes to be cleanly 

routed for finished look
•  2-gauge configuration with partial-

pillar covers or 2 or 3 gauges with 
full-pillar cover for  seamless, “built-in” 
appearance 

•  Gauges sold separately, or included 
with Banks power  systems

Superior precision and durability are hallmarks of 

Banks’ handsome, easy-to-read DynaFact boost 

and pyrometer gauges. Transmission oil and engine

oil temperature gauges plus a host of mounting 
options are also available.

This ’95 Ford Power Stroke really didn’t have enough power from the factory to satisfy its owner, but after 
the PowerPack upgrade was installed, it was transformed into a towing animal. Even with the incredible 
power gains, Banks’ engineering expertise does it without sacrificing reliability or durability, not to 
mention it saved the owner from spending $40K+ on a new truck to get the power he needed. Thanks to 
the PowerPack, this truck will now run just as good or better than a new 6-liter in stock trim.

Fastest Street Car Magazine

“

”
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Banks gives you the best of both worlds: astonishing 
power and the power of choice. Whether you’re looking for 
a performance boost for your daily driving, daily hauling, 
weekend towing or tire-scorching off-road-racing needs, 
look no farther than Banks. As you can see from the chart 

below, Banks offers a wide range of engineered power 
systems, depending on your needs and your budget. 

Each system contains components specially 
engineered to work together to optimize the 
performance, efficiency and durability of all the 
other system components. What’s more, Banks 
components are also available separately, so you 
can build your power system piece by piece.

YEEEEEEEEE-HAAAAAAAA!
Ken Dunn; Bossier City, Louisiana“ ”

What I wanted was a complete system that wouldn’t toast my new truck. That narrowed things 
down. Among the few companies that offered tuning combined with airflow, only Banks 
offered a system in which all the components are engineered to work together.  

Sportsman’s Gear Magazine

“
”

Best horsepower gain 
(measured at rear wheels) +50 hp +68 hp +91 hp +120 hp +62 hp +120 hp

Best torque gain 
(measured at rear wheels) +88 lb-ft +128 lb-ft +172 lb-ft +256 lb-ft +163 lb-ft +233 lb-ft

Truck usage Towing/
Work

Towing/
Work

Towing/
Work

Towing/
Work

Sport/
Race

Sport/
Race

Model-year availability 1994-03 1994-03 1994-03 1994-03 1999-03 1999-03

Improves engine efficiency, 
durability & mileage 4 4 4 4 4 4
Fuel calibrated to matched airflow 
improvements 4 4 4 4

Choose your own fuel calibration 4 4
Engineered power-and-performance 
package (level) Entry-level Mid-level Mid-level Top-level Mid-level Top-level

Upgradable to Banks’ 
higher-level systems 4 4 4 4

HIGH-PERFORMANCE/
SPORT/RACING USE:TOWING/STREET USE:

To build continuous useable power takes an engineered system–and I don’t mean a grab-bag 
of parts thrown together. I mean an engineered, dyno-tested, complete system where each 
component works together for maximum horsepower and torque gains.  

Speedway Illustrated Magazine

“
”

Git-Kit® 
Stinger® 
System

Stinger®-Plus 
System

PowerPack® 
System

Six-Gun® 
Bundle

Big Hoss® 
Bundle
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Git-Kit®      1994-97 VEHICLES »
Banks Git-Kit is a kind-to-your-budget rocket-

booster that unleashes top gains of +40 hp and 

+72 lb-ft torque at the rear wheels, raises 

turbo boost and maintains safe EGTs. 

Before I put the Banks 
Stinger system on my 
truck, I would labor up 
the slightest of hills in 
my 1996 F250 Power 
Stroke with a 33-ft long 
camper strapped to 
its back. Now, I laugh 
when I pass other 
trucks, doing about 
75 mph up the biggest 
hills I can find—and 
they’re pulling less 
weight than me!!

Also, with the pedal about 3/4 
of the way full, the exhaust 
screams “Don’t %*$# with me!” 
Accelerating from 50 mph to 
70, 80, 90—whatever floats 
your boat—gives you a swift 
kick in the rear-end too. I have 
ULTIMATE BRAGGING RIGHTS 
over everybody I know.

Last but not least, all the  
chicks love my truck!  
Thank you, Gale Banks!!

Paul Johnson; Monclova, OH

“

”

I’m tickled with Banks Git-Kit. 
I feel a noticeable difference in power.

Albert Allpress; Bremerton, WA

“ ”

INCLUDES:

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module (Git-Kit calibration)

• Stainless, heat-shielded Monster® turbine outlet pipe

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module (Stinger calibration)

• Stainless, heat-shielded 31⁄2” constant diameter Monster® 
tailpipe, turbine outlet pipe and 4” polished-stainless tip

• TransCommand® transmission-management (automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge assembly

Stinger® System    1994-97 VEHICLES  »
Get robust performance at a modest cost. Banks Stinger provides best 

gains +61 hp and +110 lb-ft torque (at the rear wheels) with a bonus 

improvement of 6% more miles-to-the-tank. Banks OttoMind 

engine calibration module changes the shape of the fuel curve to match the 

improved airflow and optimize power right up to the shift points. 

For Towing/Work 

For Towing/Work 

Gain up to:

+40 hp
+72 lb-ft  At the Rear Wheels

Gain up to:

+6% mpg
+61 hp

+110 lb-ft
  At the Rear Wheels
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Stinger®-Plus System    1994-97 VEHICLES »
Banks Stinger-Plus utilizes Quick-Turbo to diminish turbo lag and belt you in the behind 

when you push the throttle. Best gains of +81 hp and +172 lb-ft torque (at the rear 

wheels) provide plenty of oats when you need ‘em, plus 7% better fuel economy. 

Achieve boost 74% quicker and raise the peak boost by 65% over the stock set-up. 

Had the Stinger-Plus installed 
at Gale Banks factory on 7-6-05. 
Headed back to Nevada the same 
day. Thought I would see what kind 
of power it had. Doing 65mph going 
up Cajon Pass and hit it........WHOA 
BOY!!!!!!!!! Thought the old ‘96 Ford 
was going to go airborne.  

David Westurn; Henderson, Nevada

“

”
Gale Banks has earned a highly favorable reputation with truck owners who 
do serious hauling or towing. If you’re ever crossing a mountain pass and you 
can’t seem to keep up with the pickup or RV in front of you, chances are good 
you’re following a Banks-equipped truck.
Sport Truck Magazine

“
”

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module  
(Stinger-Plus calibration)

• Quick-Turbo® turbine housing

• Stainless, heat-shielded 31⁄2” constant 
diameter Monster® tailpipe, turbine outlet 
pipe and 4” polished-stainless tip

• TransCommand® transmission- 
management (automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge 
assembly

For Towing/Work 

Gain up to:

+7% mpg
+81 hp

+172 lb-ft  At the Rear Wheels
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PowerPack® System    1994-97 VEHICLES »
PowerPack supplies the ultimate in power, utilizing Banks’ exclusive Techni-Cooler intercooler assembly that cools and 

condenses engine-air to fortify performance and durability through the drivetrain and to the road surface. PowerPack 

uncorks best gains of +120 hp, +256 lb-ft torque (at the rear wheels) and 10% more mileage. In terms of raw 

power, strong acceleration and lugging heavy cargo up a grade, PowerPack-equipped Power Strokes perform circles 

around the rest. Example: slash nearly a thousand feet off your 0-to-60 mph distance, and tow from there! 

There are many aftermarket performance products 
that claim they can squeeze more power and fuel 
economy from your full-size Ford truck. No aftermarket 
manufacturer however, has the history of performance 
capabilities for these trucks as Gale Banks Engineering.

This was 33% more horsepower and a 30% increase 
in torque over the stock configuration. Added to 
the overwhelming power is a 12.3 miles per gallon 
average over 10.9 mpg prior to the install. Clearly, the 
improved fuel economy claims by Banks is well on the 
conservative side.

Considering the fact that the fuel economy savings are 
substantial and the fact that the stainless steel exhaust 
will last the life of the vehicle, the Banks system is well 
worth the investment.

Ford Truck World Magazine

“

”

INCLUDES:

• Techni-Cooler® intercooler assembly with 
TwinRam manifold inlet, powder-coated steel 
boost tubes, rubber shock mounts and flexible, 
high-temp hoses

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module  
(PowerPack calibration)

• Stainless, heat-shielded 31⁄2” constant-diameter 
Monster® tailpipe, turbine outlet pipe and 4” 
polished-stainless tip

• TransCommand® transmission-management 
(automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge assembly

For Towing/Work 

Gain up to:

+10% mpg
+120 hp

+256 lb-ft
  At the Rear Wheels
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Git-Kit®      1999-03 VEHICLES »
Amplify your truck’s performance at the friendliest price around!  Banks Git-Kit 

produces rear-wheel gains up to +50 hp, +88 lb-ft torque and saves you 

an average of 8% in fuel when you’re toting something heavy behind you. 

Maintains safe EGTs to preserve engine durability. 

Stinger® System    1999-03 VEHICLES »
Budget-minded Stinger ladles on power, with tops gains of +68 hp and +128 
lb-ft torque (at the rear wheels) and 10% more towing miles-to-the-tank. 

Banks OttoMind engine calibration module reshapes the fuel curve to match 

the improved airflow, to give you a more efficient engine that optimizes power 

right up to the shift points.  Choose from Banks’ all-stainless 4” high-performance 

Monster exhaust or Banks “Diesel Duals” exhaust option.

INCLUDES:

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module 
(Git-Kit calibration)

• Stainless, 4” Monster® Exhaust with 
constant-diameter turbine outlet pipe, 
intermediate pipe and tailpipe

• Polished-stainless, straight-through 
Monster muffler,  with exclusive 
expansion chamber

•  Attention-grabbing, mirror-finish, 
rolled-edge tailpipe tip

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air®  
filter and service kit

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module 
(Stinger calibration)

• BigHead® wastegate actuator

• Stainless 4” Monster® exhaust with  
constant-diameter turbine outlet pipe, 
intermediate pipe, tailpipe(s) and an  
attention-grabbing, mirror-finish,  
rolled-edge, dual-wall tailpipe tip(s)

• Polished-stainless, straight-through  
Monster muffler,  with exclusive  
expansion chamber

• TransCommand® transmission- 
management module (automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge 
assembly

For Towing/Work 

For 

Towing/

Work 

Gain up to:

+8% mpg
+50 hp

+88 lb-ft  At the Rear Wheels

Gain up to:

+10% mpg
+68 hp

+128 lb-ft
  At the Rear Wheels
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Stinger®-Plus System    1999-03 VEHICLES »
Banks Stinger-Plus utilizes Quick-Turbo® to cut out turbo lag and strengthen turbo performance. Best gains of +91 hp 

and +162 lb-ft torque (at the rear wheels) deliver more guts when you need ’em, with 11% better fuel economy 
as you haul a trailer or big load. If you like all that pulling-muscle delivered with a kick, Stinger-Plus is an excellent choice. 

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module  
(Stinger-Plus calibration)

• Quick-Turbo® turbine housing  
with BigHead® wastegate actuator

 • High-boost compressor wheel (19991⁄2 late - 2003 only)

• Stainless 4” Monster® exhaust with constant-diameter 
turbine outlet pipe, intermediate pipe, tailpipe(s) and 
an attention-grabbing, mirror-finish, rolled-edge,  
dual-wall tailpipe tip(s)

• Polished-stainless, straight-through Monster muffler,   
with exclusive expansion chamber

• TransCommand® transmission- 
management module (automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge assembly

I have continued to be amazed with the power 
increase from your product with a 20-25 mph 
increase on every hill I’ve pulled in Colorado and 
Wyoming and the two gears I’ve picked up. 

The funnest part about this is waving goodbye to 
all the truckers as I breeze by them on the hills OR 
the flats. Almost forgot the 3-mpg fuel increase, the 
22 pounds of thrust, and my [exhaust] temp has 
yet to get over 750. Before I installed your product I 
envisioned my truck falling apart from the abuse of 
pulling this monster load all over the country. I can 
plainly see that my truck should last to a ripe old 
age now with the reduction of wear-and-tear on my 
engine from your products. Thanks Banks!

Randy of Boulder Colorado

“

”

For Towing/Work 

Gain up to:

+11% mpg
+91 hp

+162 lb-ft
  At the Rear Wheels
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PowerPack® System    1999-03 VEHICLES »
PowerPack rips the lid off ‘99-and-up Power Stroke potential, utilizing Banks’ exclusive Techni-Cooler® intercooler 

assembly to pack more cool, dense air into engine. The difference is stunning: with top gains of +104 hp, +224 lb-ft 

torque (at the rear wheels) and 14% improved towing mileage, your Power Stroke can out-run, out-pull, 

out-perform and out-last any diesel on the planet. 

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• Techni-Cooler® intercooler assembly with powder-coated 
steel boost tubes, rubber shock mounts, flexible, high-
temp hoses and special hose clamps

• OttoMind® Engine Calibration Module  
(PowerPack calibration)

• Quick-Turbo® turbine housing with BigHead® wastegate 
actuator

• High-boost compressor wheel (‘991⁄2 late - 2003 only)

• Stainless 4” Monster® exhaust with constant-diameter 
turbine outlet pipe, intermediate pipe, tailpipe(s) and an 
attention-grabbing, mirror-finish, rolled-edge, dual-wall 
tailpipe tip(s)

• Polished-stainless, straight-through Monster muffler,  with 
exclusive expansion chamber

• TransCommand® transmission-management module 
(automatics)

• DynaFact® pyrometer & boost gauge assembly

The PowerPack made an UNBELIEVABLE 
difference in how my truck drives. The truck 
is not only much, much stronger, but it also 
is actually quieter at idle and much smoother 
as well. The shifts are now quick and firm, not 
“mushy” like they’d always been. In addition, 
so far it’s giving me almost 2 full mpg better 
economy than I was getting before.

Why in the world Ford didn’t build ’em this 
way to start with is beyond me! Thanks Gale. To 
anyone getting ready to buy a chip, I’d say save 
your money and buy REAL performance. Get a 
Banks Engineered kit! You will NOT be sorry!

Dwayne Smith; Evans, GA

“

”

For Towing/Work 

Gain up to:

+14% mpg
+104 hp

+224 lb-ft
  At the Rear Wheels
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Six-Gun® Bundle    1999-03 VEHICLES »
The centerpiece of the Six-Gun Bundle is the gauge-mount Six-Gun Diesel Tuner, which adds up to +62 hp 

and +163 lb-ft of torque (at the rear wheels), stacks with other chips and programmers, and gives you all of  

the advantages of its flexible user interface. Then Banks adds intake, turbo and exhaust upgrades that balance the 

improved fuel delivery with major airflow enhancements. More power with lower EGTs, and longer engine life.  

Now that’s a winning combination! 

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• Exclusive gauge-mount Six-Gun® Diesel Tuner

• BigHead® wastegate actuator

• Stainless 4” Monster® exhaust with constant-
diameter turbine outlet pipe, intermediate pipe, 
tailpipe(s) and an attention-grabbing, mirror-
finish, rolled-edge, dual-wall tailpipe tip(s)

• Polished-stainless, straight-through Monster 
muffler,  with exclusive expansion chamber

• TransCommand® transmission-management 
module (automatics)

I had high expectations, but am still blown away with the 
difference the Six-Gun Bundle makes in every aspect. 

Heading over the Grapevine, I continually led the pack by a 
good mile, running cool as a cucumber. Over the course of 
the four-day trip, my friends were amazed at the incredible 
torque and horsepower the truck put out, which really made 
a difference in the offroading and 1⁄4-mile racing we did out 
there. My truck consistently outperformed theirs. They may 
have expected the hill climb and fuel economy superiority, 
but the 1⁄4-mile and off-road capabilities really floored them. 
To say I’m satisfied would be an understatement.

Sportsman’s Gear Magazine

“

”

For Sport/Race

Gain up to:

+62 hp
+163 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels
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The only way to improve on a Six-Gun Bundle is to pull out all the stops and 

go for the ultimate: Banks Big Hoss Bundle. This stud is the king of the turf 

… a thundering thoroughbred on steroids. Banks Big Hoss Bundle gives you 

every component in the Six-Gun Bundle plus a lot more, including Banks 

Techni-Cooler intercooler assembly, which increases the density and power 

of every liter of air the engine pumps. In addition to the Six-Gun Tuner, 

Banks also includes its Big Hoss module, for up to +120 hp and +233 lb-ft 

torque of continuous, useable power (at the rear wheels)! 

 »

INCLUDES:

• Banks Ram-Air® filter and service kit

• Big Hoss® Engine Calibration Module 

• Exclusive gauge-mount Six-Gun® Diesel Tuner

• Techni-Cooler® intercooler assembly with boost tubes, mounts, hoses and clamps

• BigHead® wastegate actuator

• High-boost compressor wheel (‘991⁄2 late - 2003 only)

• Stainless 4” Monster® exhaust with constant-diameter turbine outlet pipe, 
intermediate pipe, tailpipe(s) and an attention-grabbing, mirror-finish, rolled-edge, 
dual-wall tailpipe tip(s)

• Power Elbow® turbine-outlet assembly

• Polished-stainless, straight-through Monster muffler,  with exclusive expansion 
chamber

• TransCommand® transmission-management module (automatics)

The Banks Big Hoss Bundle 
does not produce subtle power 
improvements — these are changes 
no one’s seat-of-the-pants can 
miss. We’re talking copious, 
tire-shredding, giddy-laughter-
inducing, born-again kind of 
power.

If exhibition of speed isn’t your 
thing, you ought to feel what it’s 
like to pull into a passing lane going 
uphill, lay on a little pedal, and 
watch the cars disappear without 
even a downshift to interrupt the 
flow of g-forces pushing you ever 
deeper into the seat.

4-Wheel & Off-Road Magazine

“

”

For Sport/Race

Gain up to:

+120 hp
+233 lb-ft

  At the Rear Wheels

Big Hoss module level 5 is intended for 
off-road/race only. Big Hoss module is 
Street Legal up to level 4.
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 When it comes to testing products, there’s 
the easy way, and then there’s the Banks 
way. The Banks methodology of testing is as 
grueling as it is time-consuming. Instead of 
settling for some quick and unrealistically high 
power numbers from a simple acceleration 
dyno test and then pronouncing the product 
ready for sale, Banks makes its products prove 
their mettle in a variety of sustained tests under 
some pretty extreme conditions. Conditions 
above and beyond what most truck owners 
would ever put their vehicle through. The result 
is a product that can easily stand up to real-world punishment.

 Of course, all of the testing in the world wouldn’t mean much 
without the right equipment to do the job. That’s why Banks engineers 
use electronic data acquisition equipment that’s on par with the 
apparatus used by the major automotive manufacturers. Banks’ 
cutting-edge testing is well-known in the automotive industry. In fact, 
Banks provides data acquisition and engineering expertise to business 
associates such as DaimlerChrysler, Bosch and Cummins!

More than 30 engineers and technicians take 
on massive amounts of research and testing to 
bring each Banks product to fruition. From engine 
dyno tests, to chassis-dyno tests to on-the-road 
performance tests, the Engineering department 
eats, breathes and sleeps power optimization.

The way Banks arrived at substantial 
performance gains involved more 
than hands-on wrenching and luck. 
Computer rooms, meticulously 
controlled dyno runs, flow-bench 
work and countless hours of 
matching new prototypes, all in-
house, result in output numbers it 
used to take a blower to produce.

Four Wheeler Magazine

“

”
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Diesel trucks work hard, so Banks engineers test even harder. First, engine horsepower 

is measured on the chassis dynamometer using a step-test—a method that gives a 

realistic power curve, not a sky-high “show number.” Next, Banks engineers load 

up the truck with ballast and a weight trailer and head for the hills—literally. The 

108-mile test-course covers the toughest terrain you’re likely to encounter—long, 

steep mountain grades, impossibly short onramps, and hot, dry, dusty desert roads. 

The Banks-designed DynaFact onboard computer diligently monitors and records 

acceleration time, merging distance and hillclimb speeds—as well as dozens of 

engine functions—to ensure that power is being delivered safely.

TEST RESULTS: GIT-KIT® 

By simply replacing the stock turbine outlet pipe and tuning the fuel to match, Git-

Kit knocks nearly 15% off the unloaded F-250’s 0-60 mph acceleration time, and cuts 

backpressure a solid 85%! Git-Kit is a cost-effective performance boost for trucks 

that run lightly loaded, or occasionally tow.

TEST RESULTS: STINGER®

With Stinger’s free-breathing intake and exhaust, the three-ton-plus test truck feels 

as light on its feet as a small sports car. Stinger slashes two football fields off the 0-60 

mph distance and increases the hillclimbing speed by a staggering 15 mph. A small-

to-medium size trailer or a big load in the bed can sap the stock Power Stroke’s 

performance—Stinger gives it back, and more. 

TEST RESULTS: STINGER®-PLUS

Every Banks power system gives you performance you can feel, but nothing drives 

the point home like Quick-Turbo®, introduced at the Stinger-Plus level. Towing 

results show a 12.5-second drop from 0-60 mph coupled with a 7% bump in fuel 

economy. It’s ideal for hauling boats, ATVs and travel trailers, or if you just like to 

hear people say “Is that really a diesel? No way!”

TEST RESULTS: POWERPACK®

PowerPack provides industrial-strength power, economy and durability to people 

who work their trucks at the limit. By combining maximum airflow improvement 

with Banks Techni-Cooler®, then tuning the fuel to match, PowerPack cuts the 

fully-loaded 0-60 mph distance nearly one thousand feet—talk about merging 

with confidence! With a top speed of 69 mph, hillclimbing with a trailer could be a 

ticketable offense. With the load removed, the F-250 moves like an F-16, clocking  

0-60 mph below 10 seconds. Large boats, 5th wheels and horse trailers are no match 

for the PowerPack—and for that matter, neither are gas-powered trucks.

TEST VEHICLE
1997 Ford F250 4wd crew cab 
with dual rear wheels, 7.3L 
Power Stroke turbodiesel. 
4R100 4-speed automatic 
transmission, 4.10:1 final-drive 
ratio. Unloaded weight: 6850 
lbs. Loaded weight (truck, trailer 
and payload): 17,480 lbs.

Results Summary    1994-97 VEHICLES »
For Towing/Work 

This kind of power increase 
will keep you out of the slow 
lane — even when towing! 

4-Wheel & Off-Road Magazine

“
”
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Horsepower, Best Gain (hp) 149.7
@3300 rpm

189.5
@3300 rpm

+39.8
(27%)

210.9
@3300 rpm

+61.2
(41%) — — 272.0

@3300 rpm
+120.0
(80%)

174.5
@2800 rpm

— — — — 255.8
@2800 rpm

+81.3
(47%) — —

Horsepower, Peak-to-Peak (hp) 179.9
@3000 rpm

214.7
@3000 rpm

+34.8
(19%)

233.5
@3000 rpm

+53.6
(30%)

255.8
@2800 rpm

+75.9
(42%)

293.8
@3000 rpm

+113.9
(63%)

Torque, Best Gain (lb-ft) 353.6
@2400 rpm

— — — — 525.6
@2400 rpm

+172.0
(49%)

609.7
@2400 rpm

+256.0
(72%)

373.4
@2000 rpm

444.8
@2000 rpm

+71.4
(19%)

483.2
@2000 rpm

+109.8
(29%) — — — —

Torque, Peak-to-Peak (lb-ft) 378.1
@1900 rpm

444.8
@2000 rpm

+66.7
(18%)

483.2
@2000 rpm

+105.1
(28%)

538.3
@2000 rpm

+160.2
(42%)

616.2
@2200 rpm

+238.1
(63%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 36.90 30.84 -6.06
(16%) 27.51 -9.39

(25%) 24.43 -12.47
(34%) 22.74 -14.16

(38%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 2,322 1,927 -395
(17%) 1,712 -610

(26%) 1,481 -841
(36%) 1,325 -997

(43%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 22.27 18.55 -3.72
(17%) 16.53 -5.74

(26%) 13.79 -8.48
(38%) 12.21 -10.06

(45%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 1,853 1,536 -317
(17%) 1,367 -486

(26%) 1,134 -719
(39%) 999 -854

(46%)

Hill-Climb Speed, MPH 
Maximum speed on 7% grade

43 53 +10
(23%) 58 +15

(35%) 63 +20
(47%) 69 +26

(61%)

Fuel Economy, MPG 
Maintaining 60 mph on a 108-mile course  
rising to 7% grade

10.63 10.25 +0.38
(4%) 11.22 +0.59

(6%) 11.38 +0.75
(7%) 11.65 +1.02

(10%)

Data Summary GIT-KIT®

DifferenceResults
STINGER®

DifferenceResults
STINGER®-PLUS

DifferenceResults
POWERPACK®

DifferenceResults
STOCK
Results

0-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 15.79 13.45 -2.34
(15%) 12.17 -3.62

(23%) 10.78 -5.01
(32%) 9.96 -5.83

(37%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 896 787 -109
(12%) 727 -169

(19%) 592 -304
(34%) 543 -353

(39%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 8.67 7.40 -1.27
(15%) 6.71 -1.96

(23%) 5.86 -2.81
(32%) 5.38 -3.29

(38%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 679 579 -100
(15%) 526 -153

(23%) 447 -232
(34%) 412 -267

(39%)

Solo Performance

Towing Performance
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Results Summary    1999-03 VEHICLES

Diesel trucks work hard, so Banks engineers test even harder. First, engine horsepower 

is measured on the chassis dynamometer using a step-test—a method that gives a 

realistic power curve, not a sky-high “show number.” Next, Banks engineers load 

up the truck with ballast and a weight trailer and head for the hills—literally. The 

108-mile test-course covers the toughest terrain you’re likely to encounter—long, 

steep mountain grades, impossibly short onramps, and hot, dry, dusty desert roads. 

The Banks-designed DynaFact onboard computer diligently monitors and records 

acceleration time, merging distance and hillclimb speeds—as well as dozens of 

engine functions—to ensure that power is being delivered safely.

TEST RESULTS: GIT-KIT® 

Git-Kit slashes backpressure 86% and tunes the fuel to match, for 27% quicker boost 

and more horsepower in the upper rev ranges. With the payload, Git-Kit accelerates 

from 0-60 mph 13% sooner, and advances up the grade a full 10 mph faster. Banks 

Git-Kit is the ideal solution if you run empty or with a light load, and want a steady 

performance kick.

TEST RESULTS: STINGER®

Think airflow matters? Stinger reduces intake restrictions by more than half, 

improving acceleration across the board—dropping the solo 0-60 mph time under 

10 seconds, for example. Imagine powering around 18-wheelers without blaring 

horns and creative hand gestures from other drivers! If you want to tow a medium-

sized trailer without giving up performance—or you’d enjoy leaving gas-powered 

trucks behind at the stoplights—Stinger is the way to go.

TEST RESULTS: STINGER®-PLUS

The key to Stinger-Plus performance is the Quick-Turbo®, which builds boost faster 

and holds it longer. The numbers show huge towing performance gains—almost 8 

seconds quicker and 532 feet sooner from 0-60 mph, and 15 mph faster on the grade. 

The vastly improved throttle response has to be felt to be believed. Perfect if you 

regularly tow a heavy load—or if you just like to go really, really fast.

TEST RESULTS: POWERPACK®

If Banks’ performance tests—pulling steep grades while towing at capacity—sound 

like a routine day, then you need the PowerPack. With the Techni-Cooler® added 

to Banks’ arsenal of airflow improvements, the fully-loaded F-350 cuts two football 

fields from the 0-60 mph distance and storms up the 7% grade at 71 mph. With the 

trailer removed, flooring the pedal is like being shot out of a cannon—0-60 mph in a 

sports-car-like 8.88 seconds, enough to make even the Banks engineers smile.

TEST VEHICLE
1999 Ford F350 2wd crew cab 
with dual rear wheels, 7.3L 
Power Stroke turbodiesel. 
4R100 4-speed automatic 
transmission. Loaded weight 
(truck, trailer and payload): 
19,992 lbs.

 »
For Towing/Work 

There are many choices out 
there, but Banks has the 
reputation for quality products 
and advanced engineering. 

Power Stroke Registry

“
”



Solo Performance

Towing Performance
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Horsepower, Best Gain (hp) 180.3
@3200 rpm

230.0
@3200 rpm

+49.7
(28%)

247.8
@3200 rpm

+67.5
(37%)

271.1
@3200 rpm

+90.8
(50%)

284.0
@3200 rpm

+103.7
(58%)

Horsepower, Peak-to-Peak (hp) 212.2
@2600 rpm

241.4
@2900 rpm

+29.2
(14%)

261.3
@2900 rpm

+49.1
(23%)

284.7
@2900 rpm

+72.5
(34%)

305.1
@2700 rpm

+92.9
(44%)

Torque, Best Gain (lb-ft)
452.2

@2000 rpm
— — — — — — 676.2

@2000 rpm
+224.0
(50%)

453.5
@1700 rpm

— — — — 615.6
@1700 rpm

+162.1
(36%) — —

439.8
@1500 rpm

527.5
@1500 rpm

+87.7
(20%)

567.3
@1500 rpm

+127.5
(29%) — — — —

Torque, Peak-to-Peak (lb-ft) 463.1
@1800 rpm

537.6
@1600 rpm

+74.5
(16%)

567.7
@1800 rpm

+104.6
(23%)

616.0
@1800 rpm

+152.9
(33%)

683.3
@1800 rpm

+220.2
(48%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 12.21 10.63 -1.58
(13%) 9.74 -2.47

(20%) 9.35 -2.86
(23%) 8.88 -3.33

(27%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 693 619 -74
(11%) 577 -116

(17%) 520 -173
(25%) 491 -202

(29%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 6.36 5.92 -0.44
(7%) 5.40 -0.96

(15%) 5.04 -1.32
(21%) 4.81 -1.55

(24%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 498 459 -39
(8%) 421 -77

(16%) 388 -110
(22%) 372 -126

(25%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 30.86 26.94 -3.92
(13%) 25.23 -5.63

(18%) 22.98 -7.88
(26%) 21.68 -9.18

(30%)

0-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 1,942 1,687 -255
(13%) 1,576 -366

(19%) 1,411 -531
(27%) 1,297 -645

(33%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Time (secs) 16.90 15.54 -1.36
(8%) 14.23 -2.67

(16%) 12.34 -4.56
(27%) 11.56 -5.34

(32%)

40-60 mph Acceleration, Distance (feet) 1,406 1,291 -115
(8%) 1,178 -228

(16%) 1,021 -385
(27%) 952 -454

(32%)

Hill-Climb Speed, MPH 
Maximum speed on 7% grade

52 62 +10
(19%) 65 +13

(25%) 67 +15
(29%) 71 +19

(37%)

Fuel Economy, MPG 
Maintaining 60 mph on a 108-mile course  
rising to 7% grade

9.17 9.93 +0.76
(8%) 10.11 +0.94

(10%) 10.20 +1.03
(11%) 10.47 +1.30

(14%)

Data Summary GIT-KIT®

DifferenceResults
STINGER®

DifferenceResults
STINGER®-PLUS

DifferenceResults
POWERPACK®

DifferenceResults
STOCK
Results
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STOCK SIX-GUN®, Level 6 BIG HOSS®, Level 5

Horsepower:
Best gain

122.0 hp
@2000 rpm

184.3 hp
@2000 rpm

+62.3 hp
51% more! — —

184.1 hp
@28 00 rpm — —

304.0 hp
@2800 rpm

+119.9 hp
65% more

Torque:
Best gain

320.4 lb-ft
@2000 rpm

484.0 lb-ft
@2000 rpm

+163.6 lb-ft
51% more

361.1 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

594.1 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

+233.0 lb-ft
65% more

Horsepower:
Peak-to-peak

184.1 hp
@2800 rpm

225.0 hp
@2600 rpm

+40.9 hp
22% more

304.0 hp
@2800 rpm

+119.9 hp
65% more

Torque:
Peak-to-peak

366.2 lb-ft
@2600 rpm

487.0 lb-ft
@2200 rpm

+120.8 lb-ft
33% more

594.1 lb-ft
@2400 rpm

+227.9 lb-ft
62% more

Acceleration, time:  
1⁄8 mile

11.68 secs 10.98 secs -0.70 secs
6% quicker 10.43 secs -1.25 secs

11% quicker
Acceleration, time:  
1⁄4 mile

17.92 secs 16.86 secs -1.06 secs
6% quicker 16.03 secs -1.89 secs

11% quicker
Acceleration, speed:  
1⁄4 mile

79.3 mph 84.0 mph +4.7 mph 
6% faster 87.6 mph +8.3 mph

10% faster
Acceleration: 1⁄4 mile 
Trucklengths over stock*

— —
11.4 

Trucklengths —
20.3 

Trucklengths
Acceleration, time:  
0-60 mph

10.72 secs 9.06 secs -1.66 secs
15% quicker 7.76 secs -2.96 secs

28% quicker
Acceleration, distance:  
0-60 mph

572 ft 481 ft -91 ft
16% shorter 410 ft -162 ft

28% shorter

Performance 
DifferenceResults DifferenceResultsResults

Banks Six-Gun® & Big Hoss® Bundles vs. Stock
Test Vehicle: 2002 Ford Super-cab, Short-bed F-250 2wd Pickup
Engine: 7.3L Power Stroke
Transmission: 4R100 automatic 

For Sport/Race



   Your truck’s wheel brakes are fine for lightly loaded cruising on the flatlands. 
But when you rely on them to handle a heavy load or a steep grade, you’re 
flirting with disaster. Sustained use overheats braking surfaces. Drums or 
rotors can literally become incandescent, and composite bindings break down, 
lubricating surfaces where you want friction. By the time you realize what’s 
happening, it’s too late.

   And it’s all downhill from there!

   Downshifting won’t help, either, because diesels lack the compression-braking 
characteristics of gasoline engines. That’s why Banks Brake® exhaust braking 
system is such a desirable addition to a diesel pickup. It works by closing a large 
butterfly valve in the exhaust, which creates backpressure. The engine has to 
work to compress air against this restriction, which slows the truck. Banks Brake 
has the added benefit of promoting engine power when not in use.

   Towing or hauling heavy loads isn’t just tough on your brakes. It also puts a 
strain on your stock torque converter, which was engineered to do its job with 
little safety margin for added stresses. However, making it any stronger than 
absolutely necessary adds cost to a vehicle, and you know how the rest of that 
story goes. As a result, Banks engineers created the diesel-tough, slip-resistant 
Banks Billet Torque Converter, with 49% more torque converter clutch capacity 
than stock.   

“ Since a brake job for my truck is over $500 and one on the trailer 
over $300, and figuring I cross the Rockies 10 times a year, as far as 
I’m concerned the Banks Brake and SmartLock have already paid 
for themselves. This doesn’t even take into consideration the safety aspect. 
I am very happy with the products and already plan my next  
Banks purchase.

Tom Blanton; Springfield, Tennessee
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“ Banks Brake can literally be a life-saver, not to mention it saves 
incredible amounts of wear and tear on truck and trailer brake 
parts. Besides saving wear-and-tear on wheel brakes, the SmartLock 
extends the life of automatic transmissions by increasing their 
holding capacity, eliminating excessive clutch slippage, and 
cooling transmission-fluid temperatures. A combination 
like that’s hard to beat.

Add in a few hills, hot brakes and a good reason to stop 
suddenly, then it becomes real clear why the Banks Brake 
and SmartLock are a necessity rather than a luxury.
Fastest Street Car Magazine ”
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 Unlike Banks Brake, typical exhaust brakes restrict airflow when not 
in use, which affects power. Other exhaust brakes place the butterfly 
directly against the turbine outlet. When the brake is off and the 
butterfly is in the open position, the spiraling exhaust hits it 
broadside. Exhaust coming through the wastegate—up to 30% 
of exhaust flow at full power—is blocked. The butterfly becomes a 
continual  restriction that robs horsepower.
 Banks builds a large-bore cast housing that positions the 
butterfly valve six inches from the turbine outlet. The housing’s 
conical shape and streamlined wastegate path stabilize the 
exhaust flow before it reaches the butterfly, allowing the exhaust 
to slip past it without causing any unwanted restriction—and 
actually adding horsepower—when Banks Brake is off.

Brake Comparison
Competitors base their brakes on the Ford warm-up valve. Banks 
is the only purpose-built, clean-sheet design.
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Patent Pending

Banks Brake®    EXHAUST BRAKE SYSTEM  »
Banks Brake produces higher, more sustained braking power than conventional exhaust brakes. Its exclusive 

electronic features improve operation and driveability, and the computerized brake control (CBC) module 

automatically senses throttle position, controls brake engagement and cuts out annoying brake noises. The fast 

warm-up function eliminates the need for exhaust brake maintenance. Automated brake disengagement at low 

speed smooths stop-and-go driving. Built for years of trouble-free service, Banks Brake never needs adjustment. 

(Available for ’94-03 trucks. Shown above for ’99-03 trucks.)

Optional with Banks 
Brake for auto trans

SmartLock® Transmission Controller
Your automatic’s torque converter is designed to get the truck moving, not to slow 
it down. Under exhaust brake operation, the torque converter absorbs some of the 

braking force and generates excess heat. SmartLock activates the torque 
converter’s lockup clutch to create a “solid” connection and increases 

line pressure to ensure the lockup clutch won’t slip. SmartLock 
optimizes exhaust brake performance, prevents transmission fluid 

temperature increase during braking, and is 100% compatible with 
the TransCommand transmission control unit.

Computerized Brake Controller (CBC)
Included with Banks Brake! Instead of the crude on-off 
throttle switch used in other exhaust brakes, CBC uses 
the Power Stroke’s electronic throttle position sensor 
for increased reliability. CBC automatically disengages 
the brake below 15 mph to improve turbo response 
and cycles the brake at each cold start to prevent 
sticking and quicken engine warm-up.

Monster Turbine Outlet Pipe
Only included with Banks! Stainless constant-
diameter turbine outlet pipe maximizes flow 
through the brake housing into the exhaust, 
to ensure maximum exhaust flow and
reduce pumping losses when the
Banks Brake is off. 

Vacuum Actuator
Four-inch diameter actuator housing is the 
industry’s largest, providing precise control and 
superior holding power. Spring-loaded housing 
ensures that the brake will remain open if the 
vacuum supply is lost.

Fixed-Orifice Butterfly Valve
Banks engineers found that a fixed-orifice design 
yielded maximum braking power at high RPMs, 
where exhaust brakes work best, and eliminated the 
possibility of engine-damaging pressure spikes—a 
potential problem with regulator controlled brakes. 



 The Banks engineers accompanied a 
leading trailering magazine to road test Banks 
Brake® and Banks Brake with SmartLock® 
for a feature article. They headed for the 
notorious Grapevine, a 5-mile stretch of 
southern California’s I-5 famous for the hair-
raising speeds 18-wheelers achieve on the 6% 
grade’s downhill side. To establish a baseline, 
the first test runs were conducted with the Banks Brake in non-operational mode. Cresting the Grapevine at 60 mph 
and descending in 3rd gear (overdrive off) without using the service brakes, the truck-and-trailer achieve a terminal 
speed of 71 mph—and some quickened pulses. At a pre-selected point halfway through the next run, the service 
brakes were applied until the transmission could safely be shifted into 2nd gear, resulting in a maximum speed of 
49 mph after the shift.

 The tests were duplicated with Banks Brake in active mode, without using the service brakes. Starting at 60 mph 
with 3rd gear selected, Banks Brake emitted a reassuring, low “whoosssh” as it slowed the rig to 54 mph—a 24% 
improvement over the baseline 71 mph. In 2nd, terminal velocity reduced to 25 mph—or 65% better.

 With the addition of Banks SmartLock and Banks Brake in active mode, 3rd-gear terminal velocity reduced to 
54 mph. (Because the 2001-model test vehicle locks the torque converter (TC) in 3rd, Banks Brake with SmartLock 
achieved the same 3rd-gear result as Banks Brake by itself. But earlier models don’t lock the TC in 3rd gear. The addition 
of Banks SmartLock ensures that the TC will lock in any gear above 1600 rpm, resulting in even greater braking.)  
In 2nd gear, SmartLock locked the TC and decelerated to 25 mph, for a stunning 49% improvement over the baseline 
speed, without ever touching the service brakes.

 Compared to the stock truck with no brake whatsoever, SmartLock’s maximum transmission-line pressure was 
raised 28.9%, and the transmission fluid temp was lowered by 7.6% with full braking power applied—proof positive 
that SmartLock will prolong transmission life.
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Test Results     BANKS BRAKE  »

Test vehicle:   

2001 Ford F350, 
7.3L Power Stroke 
diesel 4R100 4-speed 
automatic, equipped 
with Banks Brake and 
SmartLock.

Weight: 

17,867-lb total 
combined weight  
(truck, trailer and 
payload)

Course:  
5-mile 6% downgrade

STOCK

ACCELERATES
 TO 71 MPH

BANKS

SLOWS
 TO 25 MPH

CUT DOWNHILL SPEED 65%
              ...without using service brakes!

6% downhill runs, 
beginning at 60 mph, 
no use of service brakes

Gear Starting 
Speed

Speed without  
Banks Brake

Speed with 
Banks Brake

3rd gear 60 mph 71 mph 54 mph

2nd gear 
(trans. temp.)

50 mph
(175°F)

49 mph
(230°F)

25 mph
(175°F)

Downhill Speeds in Each Gear
(6% downhill runs, no use of service brakes) 
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 At a Glance: 
Banks Brake vs Others

Feature Pacbrake BD Banks

Computerized Brake Controller 
Electronically provides smooth operation No No Yes

Auto-exercise function 
Automatically cycles open & closed on cold starts to prevent sticking Yes No Yes

Improved warm-up valve functionality 
Gets engine up to operating temp quicker than stock warm-up valve Yes No Yes

Low-speed auto disengage 
Improves throttle response No No Yes

Automatic time delay 
Prevents brake from applying during manual trans shifts No No Yes

Designed for highest level of braking performance No No Yes
High-flow turbine outlet pipe included No No Yes
Conical-diffuser design 
Improves turbine outlet flow when brake is open No No Yes

Chromium 440 stainless-steel bearing material 
Provides better wear resistance No No Yes

Self-sealing bearing 
Keeps soot out to prevent sticking No Yes Yes

Powerful 4-inch actuator 
Offers increased actuator force No No Yes

Factory adjusted — no need for further re-adjustments No No Yes
Maintenance-free No No Yes
Streamlines wastegate flow 
Flow channel provided in housing No No Yes

Default fail-safe position 
In unlikely event of failure, brake opens to prevent engine power loss Yes No Yes

 As this performance graph illustrates, the stopping power of 
other exhaust brakes drops off rapidly as the truck slows down. 
Banks Brake develops more braking power and holds it longest, 
giving you maximum speed control. 
 The features listed below highlight Banks’ uncompromising 
attention to engineering innovation. Everything about Banks 
Brake is superior, from the Computerized Brake Controller that 
replaces the clumsy throttle switch, to the exclusive brake housing 
assembly that improves airflow in the open position, adding 8-10 
hp over other brakes (15+ hp with high-performance exhaust), to 
the world’s smartest butterfly valve with its timed closure rate to 
prevent backpressure spikes and promote smooth operation.
 Simply stated, Banks Brake is the most effective supplemental 
brake product you can buy.

Note: Data compiled in 2003 for ’99-03 applications

BD BD 
PowerPower

PacbrakePacbrake

Banks BrakeBanks Brake

BD 
Power

Pacbrake

Banks Brake
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0-60 mph Time

 STOCK BANKS IMPROVEMENT

24.28
sec

21.70
sec

-2.58 sec 
(10.6%) 

1320
ft

1139
ft

-181 ft 
(13.7%)

Acceleration

Test Vehicle: PowerPack®-equipped 2001 Ford 7.3L Power Stroke 
extended-cab dually towing a combined vehicle weight of 19,500 lbs.

Banks Billet™    TORQUE CONVERTER »
In vehicles with automatic transmissions, a torque converter is a device that transfers power from the engine to the 

transmission. While your transmission is fine under normal conditions, hauling a heavy load or making frequent 

use of power modifications exceeds the design limitations of your stock torque converter. It becomes the weak link 

that can cause slippage, surging, poor braking, transmission shudder and excessive heat. 

The heavy-duty Banks Billet Torque Converter improves on the stock unit inside and out for optimal automatic 

transmission performance in Ford pickups. 

• Slip-resistant multi-disc torque converter clutch

• 49% greater torque capacity

• Turbine design optimized to match torque band 
for greater performance

• Cooler transmission fluid temperature

• Longer transmission life

• 0-60 mph acceleration: 21⁄2 sec quicker

[Banks’] billet construction reduces flex, thereby 
retaining clutch contact surface even under heavy 
loads. This means quicker, surer lock-up and less 
slippage which, in turn, helps prevent heat, wear 
and fluid contamination. Other features of the 
Banks converter that make it tougher also improve 
performance. For example, stock inverter and turbine 
blades are held in place by small tabs that protrude 
through a slot. The tabs are bent over to hold them in 
place. These fins can become loose and diminish in 
efficiency when subjected to high loads. 

The fins in a Banks torque converter are furnace-
brazed in place to prevent loosening caused by high 
power and weight loads. Furnace brazing creates a 
much stronger bond to withstand the rigors of heat 
and fluid pressure; a similar process is used on jet 
engine parts.

Trailer Life Magazine

“

”

0-60 mph Distance 
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Stock Banks

Hardened Pump Drive
Integral to the back cover, which doubles as a 
centrifugal pump, is a pump drive hub that mates to the 
transmission. In stock form, this area tends to chip and 
crack. Banks solves the problem with a hardened pump 
drive made of 4130 chrome-moly steel to withstand 
massive torque. Finally, the complete torque converter is 
pressure-tested to assure perfect sealing.

Furnace-Brazed Turbine
To hold the turbine fins in place, the sheet metal tabs on the 
stock torque converter are simply folded through slots in 
the outer shell. This leaves gaps that are prone to leakage, 
loosening and wear. The typical aftermarket solution is to 
weld the tabs, but because this causes uneven heating on 
the turbine shell, warpage can result. Banks improves the 
design by furnace-brazing the fins solidly onto the turbine 
shell to form an integral piece and reinforcing the mounting 
of the turbine hub to the turbine shell. This seals up the flow 
path so trans fluid won’t leak in the openings and cause 
unwanted heating. Banks also optimizes the turbine design 
to properly match the 7.3L Power Stroke’s torque band for 
maximum performance.

Slip-Resistant
MULTI-DISC TORQUE CONVERTER CLUTCH

When towing or hauling a heavy load, the stock torque 
converter can slip while in lockup mode, causing excessive 
lockup clutch wear and transmission heat. Banks’ heavy-duty, 
multi-disc torque converter clutch with its maximum contact 
area synchronizes with the forged-steel billet front cover 
to maintain tight contact without slipping or flexing, greatly 
improving holding power. 

As a result, the Banks Billet Torque Converter provides 49% 
more torque converter clutch capacity than stock—1100 
lb-ft vs. 740 lb-ft. Other benefits include cooler transmission 
fluid temperatures and longer transmission life.

BanksStock

More friction is better when it comes to preventing 
clutch slippage. Compare the stock torque 
converter’s single friction surface to the Banks 
solution: a multi-disc torque converter clutch with 
three friction surfaces that stand up to the biggest 
torque demands without complaining.

Hardened Turbine Hub
The factory-riveted hub shifts and wears out. Banks’ 
redesigned hub is furnace-brazed, not welded, for 
reinforcement, and has hardened splines to stand up 
to the punishment when power transfers from the 
converter to the transmission’s input shaft.

Banks Engineering makes excellent 
products. The torque converter with 
the larger lockup clutch surface has no 
slippage and my fluid temp is lower. 
I’m a happy customer.

Richard of Palestine, TX 

“

”

Indestructible Forged-Steel 
Billet Front Cover 
The stock cover is stamped from low-carbon steel that 
tends to warp. Banks’ thick, single-piece cover is CNC-
machined from forged steel. Forging gives the cover 
tremendous strength in all directions, so even under 
extreme force and heat, it remains uniformly flat—no 
flexing whatsoever. Don’t be fooled by inferior covers 
that go by the name “billet.” Simply welding a disc or 
ring to the sidewall doesn’t make it a billet cover.
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